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A Merry Christmas and
Classes for first day of winter
quarter will begin on January 2.
1947. Regular class hours

will be

the order of the day.

a

Happy New Year

.

Attend the mixer tonight.

SPECTATOR

—

proceeds will go to a worthy

cause the missions. Price of ad-

SEATTLECOLLEGE

mislson is fifty cents.
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All

There Went Out A Decree

NUMBER 10

..
.

And it camtf'to pass that in those days there went out people: For, this day, is born to you a Saviour, who is
a decree from Caesar Augustus, that the whole world should Christ the Lord, in the city of David. And this shall be a
be enrolled. This enrolling was first made by Cyrinus, the sign unto you. You shall find the infant wrapped in swaddlgovernor of Syria. And all went to be enrolled, every one ing clothes, and laid in a manger.
And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of
into his own city.
Galilee,
city
of the heavenly army, praising God, and saying: Glory to God
And Joseph also went up from
out of the
David,
which is called in the highest ; and on earth peace to men of good will.
Nazareth into Judea, to the city of
And it came to pass, after the angels departed from them
Bethlehem: bftjause he was of the house and family of
David, to be enrolled with his espoused wife, who was into heaven, the shepherds said one to another: Let us go
'
over to Bethlehem, and let us see this word that is come
with child.
And it came to pass, that when they were there, her days to pass, which the Lord hath shewed to us.
And they came with haste; and they found Mary and
were accomplished, that she should be delivered. And she
brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him up in Joseph, and the infant lyingin the manger. And seeing, they
swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there understood of the word that had been spoken to them concerning this child. And all that heard, wondered; and at
was no room for them in the inn.
And there were in the same country shepherds watching, those things that were told them by the shepherds.
But Mary kept all these words, pondering them in her
and keeping the night watches over their flock. And behold
heart.
by
them,
brightness
and the
of
an angel of the Lord stood
And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God,
God shone roiuid about them; and they feared with a great
not;
behold,
for
I for all the things they had heard and seen, as it was told
fear. And the angel said to them, Fear
—St. Luke 2: 1-20
bring you good-tidings of great joy, that shall be to all the unto them.

.

The

STUDENT
OBSERVER
George Anderson
The iShamrock Bowl game climaxed a swell season for the intramural touch football league.

Practice and teamwork paid off
for Ray OLeary and Sinn Feiners
as they waded through opponent
after opponent.inihe regular schedule and playoffs to* win the championship.
With every championship, and
season's end comes the inevitable
—
all-star team, so here it is as
selected by captains, coaches, players and referees, your all^Seattle
College touch football team.
—
Bob Graizy, End Vets
Al Small, Tackle— Vets
Tom Sheehan, Center Mikado
Mike McEvoy, Tackle— Rangers
Rudy Mockel, End— Sinn JFeins
—
Ray O'Leary, Back Sinn Feins
—
Dick Jasperse, Back Vets
Jack Tangney, Back, Mikado

College Obtaining
Surplus Army Gym
Office Announces

L-M Forum Holds StudentsWill
Last Meeting of Write, meet
Present Quarter Stage Musical

Vancouver BoyTakes Forensic
Tourney Honors

Ken Wood to Chairman
'Last Chance Frolic'
At K. of C. Hall Tonite

An army gymnasium has The Labor-Management Forum V'Here's a Melody" will be Highlight of the Eleventh AnHigh School Forensic Tourrecently been acquired by met last evening for the final
The "Last Chance Frolic,' a combination party and dance
presented February 5 at the nual
Seattle College, it was an- discusison of this quarter. Mr. Moore Theatre as one of the nament was the awarding of a sponsored by the Sodality will be held at the Knights of
nounced last Friday by the Henry H. Lewis, representative of outstanding features of a one year tuition scholarship to Mr. vJolumbus Hall, from nine to twelve, tonight. Tickets are
Reigh, student at VanDean's office. This building the United States Conciliation well-filled Homecoming Week. Michael
couver College, Vancouver, B.C. on sale now, in the Liberal Arts alcove, price fifty cents.
Chairman of the dance is Ken
will be moved from its pres- Service, spoke on "The Function The entire production music The award was given to the outWood
with Dick Horrigan as asent site, at Paine Field, near of the Conciliation Service."
script is beinste.written standing Senior speaker of the
and
Those on the commitistant.
Everett, and re-asembled on Under the direction of Mr. Jotournament.
College
by
Seattle
ee
are:
Lorraine Brule, posters;
Kane,
founder
L-M
seph
of the
Winning the debate championthe Campus within the near
Cast
Chair>paitf
%?
this
demDolores
JMastodi,
General
Dick Shanks, '
Forum, the vost prominent speakfuture. Father S,malL Rector ers in their respective fiefiis have onstration bI^M5WHWK^Sl*rft, fust ship was the three-man team from
Dig, decorations'.
lAakne
and
trie
Gonzaga High School in Spokane.
of the College; said that it is been presented weekly to com- of its kind in tlte history of SC, Members of the team included Of
Those in charge of tickets are
expected to be ready for use merce students of Seattle College a.'c EoKCoe Baloli, Lou Flyn i, Jf Frank Cronin,
The
"Best
.Foot
ForKen Wood, Beverly McLucas, Mike
cast of
John Hopkins, and
Hoffmann,
Joe O'Brien and Maxlne
completed
and
Jean
Razen.
has
been
with
end
of
the
current
Schnuoer
ward"
and the general public. Commencbefore the
EM Caffrey. Seattle Prep placed
in Gill.
of
Bill
the
addition
Morris
the
handling
with
the
Winter
a
musical
ing
quarter,
Capably
second.
basketball season.

—

—

Two Additions

Complete

Coming Play

the role of Jack Haggarty and
The Christmas theme will preThe gymnasium is of typical new series of lectures will be direction will be Bill Moeller vho, Marquette High School in Yak- the casting of
in
Haggarty
Ted
ominate
in the decorations. The
sponsored
by
the Forum.
together with Gene Brown, Joe ima carried off the Extemporanarmy style, with little space for
grad. Rehears- profits from this mixer will go
the
of
role
the
old
Maiilley,
and
Chamberain,
Jack
eous sp°akirig award. Representing
spectators, but the basketball
only o help the missions. There will
Schneider the school was Ashmaun Brown. alls roll merrily on, and the
wrote the jcort. Joe
court is of regulation size and
is
how )e games in process during the
Crawley
of
Director
worry
a-ill direct *-he dialogue written Miss Ellen Nichorson of Holy Rosthe floor is excellent. The buildto secure thirty yards of un- vening. So men, hitch some reinE.len
Moore
Seattle,
by Mary
ary High School,
captured
ing is equipped with showers and
bleached muslin by January 2.
eer to that Model T and gals
The casting of pnulcftl leads Impromptu speaking honors.
locker rooms, and in addition,
eck yourself in a skirt and sweatvr'Al commencs this af*.ornoon at The only person to win two first A great deal of difficulty has
there is a hand ball court and sevand we'll be seeing you.
r
room
eral small rooms that will prob1:00. in
33 of the Science place awards was Mr. Michael been encountered in obtaining this
time,
musical
BiiUdirg.
any
At
t*A
and
who
has
anyone
ably house the athletic offices.
Sunday, Dec. 22 will find the
Reigh. Reigh was chosen as the material
given to those who best orator in the tournament.
idea on the subject or influence
Because of the very limited ac- Hiyu Coolees striding thru na- B:oroi will b3
that t>ey will
are
out
so
the textile manufacturers of Setiylng
ture.
This
will
include
a
on
jaunt
the
spectators,
comodations for
ftniliar with the music »lic;i
Al Bowles, Back, Specs
attle is kindly requested to Help!
new gym will be used only for truck ride to Edmonds, where the be
They should contact any member
ferry will transport them to Port the final selections are made durO'Leary gets the bid as captain- varsity practice and intramural
the
first
week
of
the
Winter
of the cast, Pauline Cruickshank,
ing
trip
,
Ludlow.
The
will
continue
prove
coach of this super aggregation, activities. It is expected to
to Discovery Bay.
or Mr. Crawley as soon as poson
Quarter.
to
great
Graizy
a
boom
the
basketball
for he, with Jasperse and
Two music majors, Pat Brownsible.
The actual distance to be trawere the only unanimous selec- squad, as heretofore the varsity
lee andPat Malloy, have been notiPorteus,
J. has had to practice in gymnasiums versed by foot will be determined
tions. Such stars as K.
fied of their acceptance into Mv
On behalf of the Gavel and ForFarrell, P. Manley, B. Conroy, J. owned by other organizations in somewhat by weather conditions.
Sigma, local music honorary.
you,
to
um Clubs we wish
thank
McEvoy, Fred Baker, J. Moran, the city, and has consequently So as to make the ferry dock
Based on scholastic achievement
for
College,
Seattle
students
of
by
before the ferry strikes out into
the
R. Mockel, and T. Dibb gave the been considerably handicapped
in music studies, entrance requireall the help given us during the
the Sound, a warning is issued to
first team a battle for their jobs, lack of regular workouts.
ments include a minimum of ten
Tournament
High School Forensic
Another advantage, which the be on time. The time is specified
and would be hard to beat as a
hours of music with a 3.0 grade
From
Saturday.
hour
loiterers
around
and
Friday
the
board.
After
last
school will realize by the addition on
bulletin
team.
point average. The honorary is
school last Friday evening saw all reports thus far it was not
of this new building, will be that
The Seattle College Flying open
highly
see
our
touted
This
finally
hike will be official for
We
to music majors only. Antourto
the
front
the
but
the
best
biggest
only
at last there will be space en- everybody, thus counting towards a large truck drive up
Club will be inaugurated early
Chieftains in action. After many
other pledging will take place
the
College
L.
A.
nament
held
at
building
fo
the
ever
wishing
next quarter. Anyone
to
ough on the campus to hold the their initiation.Any previousstate- entrance
favorable rumors we see our team
during the winter quarter.
and an oversize Christmas tree and the credit belongs to you. join the Club is warned that all
trounce 0.J.C., and humiliate P. larger student body activities. ment contrary to this is now ruled
The monthly activity of the
show
our
These
we
can
to
boughs
carried from within.
About all
do
required money must be paid on
(Continued on Page 4)
invalid.
U. in the kind of games that is
say thank you. or shortly after January 6, 1947. honorary, Music Night, will be rethe
appreciation
just
were
carried
across
main
hall
is
harder on the spectators than the
out We would especially like to ex- Late members will have to pay an sumed during the winter quarter
into the alcove and then
'
team. They were both hard fought
"garden
press our appreciation to the fin- additional fee.
doors again onto the
ball games but lack of replaceMonday morning the al judges, Mr. Crawley, Mr. Kane,
porch."
By
According to Roger Gill, club
ments will cause trouble this year.
Tangney for their coop- president, the organization will
had
turned
silver
and
a
and
Miss
green
to
In view of this lack we predict the
background of glistening snow eration; also to Dorm Cox and prove advantageous to all confollowing scores: Gonzaga 50, Sehad been conveniently added by Bob Larson whose ability for hard cerned. Flying will be done in a
attle College 42, and Santa Clara
a cooperative weather man. It work guaranteed the smooth "run- light plane for about $3.00 or
69, Seattle College 47. The first
was I. X.'s who produced this ning of the contests; thanks to $3.50 an hour (the exact amount
five will do all right in this compeThe Junior Class set a precedent when, at it's second holiday atmosphere for our cam- Margaret O'Brien and her cap- is not known at this time, but will
—
At a recent meeting of the
tition, but when they tire watch
meeting of the year last Tuesday noon, a mot:on was un- pus.
able assistants who worked with range between these prices.) The Alpha Gamma Sigma, jourout.
us from start to finish; and to the cost for teaching students how to
animously passed stating that all excess profits on class
nalistic honorary, the memShades of Marge Lyons!
chairman of the finals, BUI Quinn, fly will be one-third the cost
activities would be used to finance other school activities.
In a tour of the Public Relations,
for a job welldone. Our particular charged by commercial instruc- bers made plans for including
is followed by other classes it will result in
thanks go to Father Conway, our tors.
in their ranks all those stuAegis, Homecoming Week and If this move
what-have-you office, we see an a new method of distributing their profits.
Moderator, whose untiring efforts It
that
PT
hoped
26,
is
a
for dents who are interested in
This motion goes into effect imand managerial ability assured the those who want to fly
inconspicuous corner cluttered
commercial writing and those
a
heavier
with one hundred and seventy-one mediately. The class has already
success of the entire tournament. airplane, will be available. The rate
who have had a manuscript
(171) remembrances of last year's announced that 50% of the profits
....To the judges, chairmen, and wil be very reasonabe.
mixer,
Pepita,"
newly
"La
formed
Day
published.
the
Previous eligibility
St. Patrick's
Aegis editor. This with those oft- of
general committee members who Anyone who invests will be able
will
will
be
sponsor,
Spanish
which
Club
of
Seattle
they
only for service
Colrules
called
heard words of one year ago, "Pay
so willingly gave their time and to get their money refunded at par
at
your four dollars now or you won't used to help defray the expenses
lege, held its first meeting energy, we can only say thanks... value only. This is to take care on either the Spectator or
get your annual next spring," still of the Seattle College speakers Representing Seattle College in on Wednesday night, DecemBeverly McLucas, President of depreciation, and to keep Aegis.
who will participate in the Nation- the Seventh Annual Meeting of
ringing in our ears.
GavelClub
11,
ber
in
the
Liberal
Arts
members from dropping out and Wilth this step the association
al Forensic Tournament at the the Pacific Northwest Regional
McHugh, President rejoining too freely. The club will is initiating a campaign to list
Christine
Rummaging through past stuThe
building.
purpose
of the
Conference of the CatholicLibrary
University of Virginia in April.
Forum Club
dentobserver columns we find that Other
be incorporated, and the airplane all of the potential writers in the
on the agenda Association is the Rev. Arthur J. club is to stimulate Spanish
business
Fred Holt, Gerrie Lee Teetu wil be insured, so no one can be College and give them aid in seBill Moffat scooped the Moeller(Fr.
Brown,
Gene
S.J.
Wharton
is
libreport
by
Wharton,
(1)
by
conversation
converincluded a
co-chairmen
Boyle engagement Just two months chairman,
held liable for anything someone curing publication of their work.
on the class-sponsored rarian at the College.
sation about current topics,
ago.
might do to it. Those who are now in the group
Discussions by several outstand- (2) conversation games, (3) of skits, travel talks, and singing else in the club
party held last month; the selecThe
officers
expressed
We also noticed a column con- tion of a gift from the class to ing speakers are scheduled for this
the de- will sendmaterial to national magto
records
"the
South
dancingand
gratulating the Sodality sayinjg Jeanne Chase, a skating party meeting. The Conference is to be correspondence with Latin- American way."
sire that no one join unless they azines, hoping to gain recognition
that meetings "have really proved casualty; and a plea from Mike held in Tacoma on December 28 American college students
Those present at the meeting are actually interested in flying, both for the school and themto be interesting, but they are just Hoffmann, class president, that and 29, in Tacoma. The meet who in turn wish to practice and their Spanish nicknames were and are willing to give the effort selves. Poetry, short stories, and
a sample of what is to be expec- members hve their pictures taken opens at 7:00 p.m. with Holy Mass English.
Father Francis Logan, Doris Ben- and Interest that it takes to essays will be particularly suitable
ted," written by Sodality prefect for the Aegis, starting the second and will close the next day with Brief entertainment will be held son, (Panchita) JoanMartin, (Jua- make somehing like this a sue- for "plugging" by Gamma Sigma
Alpha.
(Continued on Page 4)
a general meeting at 1:45 p.m. at the future meetings In the way
(Continued on Page 4)
week of the quarter.

—

Plodding Hiyus
Off Sunday

...
But No Walkin'

IK's Erected'
That 'Snowy
Tree on Campus

Juniors Set Precedent;
Vote to Turn Excess
Profits to Club Needs

Co-Chairmen Testu and
Holt Thank Students
For Tournament Aid

S. C. Flying Club
To Begin Lessons
In January, 1947

Gamma Sigs Lay
Plans for Aiding

Coming Journalists

'

Students Form
'La Pepita

Fr. Wharton, S. J.,
Will Represent
College Meeting

Mu Sigma Asks
Pat Malloy and
PatBrownlee

Spanish Club

Page

p 11
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t

E,

elate Editor
iging Editors

Jean Razen

Proof Readers
Photography

life combines recipes with advertisements so cleverly that
the reader finds himself bringing F. Pavlovski and Co., Ladies'
Tailors, to a slow boil while
adding a pinch of Panned Oysters to Garnistiings for Fish.
This little package of euphemisms wraps married life in
lavender ribbons, puts it in the
tonneau of a Rolls-Royce, and
sends it off to the Milky Way
to live happily ever after. What
the young bride couldn't learn
from "Cupid's Book" wasn't
worth knowing, ft covered everything from "Animal Cuts
How to Select and Buy Meats"
and "Stains— Removal Of," to
"Mildew" and "The Second Helping."
As the still-blushing bride
read her copy of "Cupid's Book"
while munching wedding-breakfast burnt toast, she probably
turned to the Do You Know section first. There sh^ found valuable information to the effect
that one should wash one's weathered oak woodwork and furniture with milk, that there is
nothing better than sulphur tea
for the hair, and that Clorox is
the housewife's friend. She was
amazed to discover that W-H-Y
may be used either hot or cold,
and that she could keep young
electrically by using the 1912

JIM HUGHES
LORRAINE BRTJX.E
Rooney

Rosemary Barrett, Marie de la Torre

Frank Barrett
BUSINESS STAFF

Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

—

read
1912
guide to a happy-though-married

TOM TANGNEY

J°nn

KEN SCHWEITZER
808 APPLEGATE

CHRIS McHUGH
REPORTERS

News
D. E. Benson, M. A. Clark, C. B. Campbell, C. L. Griffith,
M. A. Hoffmann, B. A. Holt, R. T. IHoran, D. A. Klingele, L. A.
Malsie, L. E. Murphy, P. M. Plumb, R. C. Shanks, J. C. Wilwerding.
B. L. Klingele, L. A. Berube.
Typists
L. C. Duval, R. P. Mehelich, E. A. McDevitt, C. J. Schuler,
Sports
W. E. Dibb, T. A. Kane, G. S. Flood, J. M. Tangney.
B. P. Mehelich, T. E. Sheehan, M. J. Gray, J. A. Tangney
Sports
Solicitors M. J. Steith, E. E. La Fortune, H. R. Wales, M. J. Trumbull, R. M. Randolph, L. C. Hemness.
-B. A. Klingele, I. M. O'Neil
Typists
A. B. Buck, P. T. Dorgan
Circulation

—

....

before, and now it's going to be
It's been mentioned
—
mentioned again the Bulletin Board. This attack (if
that is what you woud call it) is concerned with the
conditions of the signs posted on the board.
Both boards have been divided into sections to
make it convenient for students who wish to find announcements pertaining to themselves or to the activties they are interested in. The three-man committee
responsible for this improvement is to be commended.
However, those classes, clubs, or activities which Whirlpool Washer, the World's
Fastest Washer.
st their notices with any slipshod sign available are
The bride gained in wisdom
and understanding as she read
to be censored. The majority of students at Seattle
College are not acquainted with the day, quarter, and the recipe for "Infant's Cordial."
The formula asked for sassayearly routine. The only way they are able to find fras bark, caraway seed, tincsuch information is through the notices on the bulle- ture of belldonna, syrup of
squills, and deodorized alcohol.
tin board.
"This cordial," the book simpers,
Notices, which appear on any old piece of paper
"contains no opium and is often
id that are scribbled with pencil, some in such a way valuable for restless and crying
children." The little bride must
lat not even the cleverest decoder could decipher,
have glowed to know that no
should,
ill and are not receiving the attention they
child of hers would grow up to
he only attention they receive is the wrong impres- be a dope fiend.
Dandruff takes a beating at
on the club or organization concerned makes. Heads
the hands of boracic acid, lavenf'these" activities Should realize that less good is ac- der water, and powdered French
>mplished with a last-minute sign, than with no chalk massaged into the scalp
every other night. On off-nights,
atice at all.
a nightcap is recommended.
Examples of handwritten signs on notebook paper
'The woman who does her
ere prevalent during the last week. Advisory Board own sewing will appreciate her
was publicized for one week with such a sign, own form in duplicate." The
Your Form (Never Gets Tired)
rue, it was readable; however, a notice typed on a got a full-page spread—
and it
sheet of typing paper would have been 100?o better. needed a full page. The Your
looks like a emokinjg:The same criticism applies to the signs for the Senior IForm
jacket stuffed with briquettes
Class meeting, the Riding Club meeting, and the balancing modestly on a barstool. This aid to dressmakers
Gavel Club Committee meeting.
had
detachable, stationary, or
Examle of what a sign should look like was clearly adjustable
arms. It could also
dispayed last Monday. Credit is certainly due to the act as a dancing partner.
members of the Junior Class for the sign publicizing
The young bride ws told to
start
the new home right by ortheir meeting.
dering

I
t

Reeting

Obligation

....

has been said the birth of a child is but the begining of the end. The beginning of a life of unsur—
beginning
mountable difficulties ad tribulations the
sickening disillusionment and despair — the beginlg of a man's earthly sojourn, the end of which is

tit

»

I

grave.

But oftentimes men say things that are untrue.
Often, men forget to realize the intrinsic worth of
things, for they fail to grasp the signiicance of the
birth of Christ.
When Christ was born, men and angels rejoiced
his coming. For centuries men had waited for a

Redeemer who would unbind the shackles which
chained them from meriting heaven. The God Child
them from their chains. He brought the world
new kind of hope, a hope for a glorious future, not
only for themselves but for men of all ages. Man's
death was to be the beginning of a glorious existence
with God.
Do men renew their exotic gratefulness for the
present Christ gave them on his first birthday? Do
men think of what Christ would appreciate as a present to Him? Do men renew their hope and trust in
for the future he procured them?
NO, MEN ARE STILL UNGRATEFUL.
Upon Catholics, particularly Catholic students, who
:making intense study of the reason for their existce, lies the duty, even the obligation, of nurturing
themselves a feeling for the true meaning of Christmas. -From practical examples, who can say what good
will result? Friends, relatives, yes, even nations might
once again realize, as when the infant Jesus was born,
that Christmas means hope and gratefulness, and
that out of these basic truths flow the God-like virtues
in men which will enable them to prepare more fully
for the beginning.

t:ed

Im

"

"

-

» ♥
It has long been a comfort to the serious minded that the returning veteran frowns on the traditional foolishness of the collegian. For example: veteran Kenny Woods stepped up to veteran
Jim Rich the other day and solemnly declared, "ugga ugga boo,
ugga ugga boogug." Stentlously Rich replied, "ugga guggg ugga
boogug. Now you see why those boys dislike silly wooden shoes.
But can anyone explain why Father Earl felt that he had to
have his room soundproofed in Vet's hall, if he was to continue
living there.

—

—

Correction

The collegiate loyalties of Scathe College, which have been
builded not around sports but around activities, did not immediately
greet the resumption of basketball with that type of "school spirit"
with which the spectators, the "school" pour heir own emolontal
fervor into the team and actually contribute to victories. Rather,
we have often viewed our team with the critical detachment of the
patrons of professional sport. Along with the hoopla and victories
and the effort, with which we shall develop the "spirit" must be
the legend of heroes like Truekey and of those climactic moments
in sports known as thrills. We had, and will not soon forget, one
of these last Saturday evening when Bill Sand's desperate lastaecond long shot, tying the game, brought us all to our feet
howling ecstaticUly. The Chiefs were six inches taller under the
basket after that and the crowd was one with the team, a solid
screaming demand for victory. We respectfully submit that that
shot won more than a basketball gamf.

acy, do you? Have you
"Cupid's Book?" This

PAT COLLINS

'

Rewrite

Roscoe Balch

So, you think that today's
advertisements border on lun-

L. JOHN FLOOD
GEORGE.ANDERSON
KEN ROMANO, CATHERINE GIBBONS

News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Art Editor

Word to the Innocent
—

THE GOOD
— OLD DAZE

d

EDITORIAL STAFF
r

—
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(Deep in the bowels of the labs a chemist struck a match and
leaned forward to light a bunsen burner. A stream of water gushed forth and doused his match. Across the room a student leaned
forward to drink from the water tap, reeled back half asphyxiated.
Boys, we suppose, will be boys.

" "

For this your mother sweated in the cold.
For this you bled upon the bitter tree:
A yard of tinsel ribbon bought and sold;
A paper wreath; a day at home for me.
The merry bells ring out, the people kneel;
. Up goes the man of God before the crowd;
With voice ofjjoney and with eyes of steel
He drones "your humble gospel to the proud.
Nobody ifctens. Lessj than the wind that blows
Are all your words to us you died to save.
O Prince of Peacel O Sharon's dewy Rose!
How mute you lie within your vaulted grave.
The stone the angel rolled away with tears
Is back upon your mouth these thousand years.

Problem
Solved??
— Louis Flynn
\

" "

A cynical friend of ours received his come-uppance the other
morning. He had been observing critically the eight o'clock appearance (that rm only half dead, darn It, look) of the girl, who
sits next to him. So conversationally, he remarked, "you must
lead a rough night life." That woke her. She looked him over
rather curiously,"What a shallow approach to life you have"

" * " *

...

you
"You oughta write something about Catholic action
you should write about the orphans' party," John
never have
Powers said. So intrigued by the thought of Jack Marilley in
Santa Claus garb as part of Catholic Action, we questioned Jack
Flood about possible items. "It was good," he said, "good party."
We pressed him, "did they say anything funny to him?" "Well,"
he muttered something about not hearing very well, "I was look,
ing for something to eat."
Some people get their convictions from the Gallup Poll and
some people's opinions "sway In the wind like ripe corn" but
Morgan (the philosopher) Sorney waxes eloquently over the whole
range of opinion. At lunch he is apt to be liberal, over the after
dinner cigars he is radical, but he says, "before breakfast Iam
an arch conservative."
*

...

" " "

This is Bill Moffat'o last day as an undergraduate, but, scourge
of the school though he has occtsionally been, there still clings
to his cheek downy evidence of youth. Nonetheless the mighty
mite was taken aback, when, at the high school debate tournament, one of the chairmen singled him out and demanded, "and
now what is your extemporaneous topic?"

Christmas shopping is one of the most amusing pastimes
one may jnioy,next to having a nerve blocked. To stand
"""":■"
at
when the signal bell sounds, and see
Fathr Conway dearly loves to watch the faces light up when he
that gladltofiH mob charge toward you in the same grim occasionally dismisses a class early enough for coffee. But when
determination as the first wave on Normandy, is enough he did recently, he cautioned them, "Go out quietly, someone
to send the faint-hearted scurrying to the comparative might be sleeping."
s■ «
safety of a Bikini experiment.
Seen in a downtown jeweler's window: "Give him a real hint,
I
felt that Ishould get something for my brother. He give him a wedding ring for Christmas." Sometimes this Christmas
had let it slip that he was presetnig me with a year's sub- spirit can be overdone. But we collegians, htving nothing to do
scription to Panther-Man Comics, and a rus repellant but Christmas shop, make up incompletes and get some sleep, can
look forward to the Blessed Season in pure joy. So wishing you
truss. I
had at first thought of getting him a Summons,
the best cheer available in the State of Washington and a bale of
but he has so many. So began looking in the windows nylons, we patiently await the new year.
for amore original present with which to gladden hisheart.
The Manger Scene in the Bon, and the plush horse of
Rhodes furnished no clue. The War Surplus at Second
Bill Quinn
and Union have charming suggestions a three-hundredIt's not often that the followers of the legitimate thepound hydraulic awl, and a Knock-Down Walk-In refrigatre in Seattle have the opportunity of seeing a play so
erator neither of which seemed practical.
fresh and new as the comedy hit: "State Of The Union."
The displays at Frederick's are behind fake windows set
So successful was its opening run in New York that proplate
glass,
creating
optical
inside
the
a
Machiavellian
a case of 'Old German
ducers soon saw the advantages of establishing seperate
illusion. The worn shopper pauses a moment to gazen in road companies to let people all over the country judge
Lager." It relieved fatigue and
"Ist giebt kein kopfweh." Itwas
on the snow covered village nad cracks his head on the
the merits of this notable spectacle.
also recommended as a cure
invisible glass with a report that can be heard in the hardOne of the three troupes stays
for malaria when mixed with
TEN YEARS AGO
ware department. F & N's doors are swinging open all on thePacific coast, and its proPrune Bitters.
day to admit glassy-eyed patrons with swollen foreheads duction recently in Los Angeles
IN THE SPEC
"A package of Gold Dust and
attracted sufficient box office
they
buy
to
the
first
clerk
meet
and
stagger
up
who
Barbara Forthoffef, Germaine
a cake of Sapolio should be kept
appeal to warrant special noeverything on his counter.
Hoeshen, and Mary Buchanan
in every kitchen." Gold Dust was
tice by neighboring- Hollywood.
the 1912 edition of Twenty Mule
This macabre method of salesmanship was evidenced Outcome will be a cinema ver- sing 'Jesu Bambino" at the annual Colege Night celebration.
Team Borax, and Sapolio was
sion some time before the 1948
in Frederick's a little over a month ago, when, in celeAt the Drama Guild meeting,
an eyebrow and lash wax that
election.
brating Navy Day, they placed in their Sixth Avenue
The Mon on the Kerb," a skit
would keep every little hair in
Close
examination
that
reveals
window a twelve-foot torpedo (pointed towards Bets's,
by Alfred Satro, is interpreted
its place. Its presence in the
in the
portrayal, Irene
incidentally)
with it's rear exposed to reveal the mecha- Hewey Seattle
by Joe Russell and Angela
kitchen is explained by the fact
very capably handles the
chugging
away
split
as
it
does
the
weapon
nism
of
the
that, melted, it could be used as
Young.
role of wlf« to presidentialsecond before beginnnig its projectile. Several worn candidate Conrad Nagel, and she
a sandwich spread.
We are lucky. In this age of
and surfeited customers, upon glancing casually hi on finds time to moralize on conS. C. English student Matona
enlightened advertising, we run
temporary political activity as
Schall reads a paper on "Caththis prank, ran clear up to Everett before anyone could
olic Periodicals for Popular
very little risk of being misled
well. High character level is
explain to them the meaning of the alarming exhibit.
by Clorox or being poisoned by
Consumption" at the annual
reached
when
Miss
Hewey
Magnin's have a number of reasonably well-stacked
a flaxseed poultice. We only have
screams that it's high time for
meeting of the Northwest Cathmodels who slink around the store giving the shopper all scheming politicians to stop olic Librarians.
to worry about mass alcoholism
ideas, but not necessarily of the Yuletide character.
from irresistible liquor ads and
thinking of themselves and to
Another hazard the customer has to contend with is start being human beings enough
chronic throat trouble from
Dr. G. H. Knowles addresses
smoking milder, cooler, less irthe Christmas clerk. They are a group of recruits who to think of the next generation the Mendel Club In a talk titin the decisions they reach. Takritating stogies.
were rejected from the retarded ward at Sedro Woolley
led "About Anesthetics."
ing this speech to heart is the
and have found their place standing behind store counters
chief foil to
Sophomores (class of '39)
buffing their nails. They are dazed with any question Henry O'Neill,these two actors,
Vacation library Hours:
appearing
name
Wm. Marx graduate manasked them and react as if they are being quizzed on the through the kind offices of M.G.
December 21, Saturday 9-12
and Joseph Ditter manager
ager
Nuclear Energy experiment.
December 23, Monday 9-3
M. Mr. O'Neill will be remember- of a ne wtennis tern.
December 24, 25, 26 closed
The shortage situation is another barrier. When the ed by GI Joes for his heartDecember 27, Friday— o-8
warming performance of the
clerk apologizes for being out of certain things, Iusually
Archie Anderson says "AlumDecember 28, Saturday 9-12
graying
fatherly Surgeon-Genni elected Allan Steele secretary
just
right
up
say,
"Now,
bristle
and
see
here!
When
is
December 30, Monday 9-3
eral of wartime training films.
of the SOAA to prevent a
this economic situation going to get back its normalcy?
December 31, Tuesday— 9-12
( You know, the one with
all the
It's a simple equation of consumption and demand. The sage advice.) Well, the General 'steele' on the treasury.
Books may be charged out
on December 20 to be returned
manufacturers should consider their product per capita got out on points, and Is a key
January 2, 1947.
if we're ever to arrive at a working stabilization!" (I man in this up to the minute
CbrLtnas Seals
don't really say all these clever thing to the clerk. What sketch of political events.
Co-authors, Messrs. Lindsay
I
do say is, "Have you any of so-and-so?" and he says
and
Chouse, make a constant
The quarterly treasurer's re"No," and Iback away murmuring thanks and knock
effort to maintain the freshness
port for the fall quarter has
over a floor display of spot remover, which creates such o/ the dialogue by
wiring the
been postponed because of imbolt and hide in the furniture department cast daily on late trends.
a chaos, that I
All
possibility to acquire a complete
until the whole thing blows over.)
of these efforts, by the actor
and accurate account at this
All the ties out this year, couldn't be used for anything and the co-authors, combine to
"" Tow Pr"l»<11*■
time.
make
this
problem
leading
tourniquets,
finally
my
shopping
but
so
I
solved
a
of
the
play
James McKay, A.B.S.C. Treas.
«HutT«UmlMlt
current season
by getting my brother a gift certificate from Washelli.

Thir(^jyj(d^iWe,
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CHIEFTAINS FACE FORT LEWIS
CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
...

Word from the south is
making Coach Budnick and
his boys shake in their boots
as Santa Clara proceeds to
dump Pacific Coast and conference teams. Latest victim
was the U.C.L.A. quintet.
The Bruins are said to be
the southern threat in this
year's conference race, and
the Broncos handed them a
54-49 defeat. Previous to this
game they had whipped U.S.
C. by thirteen points and California by ten, thus making
the Broncos the team to beat
on the coast.
""
#

The Athletic Department
has finally found an office of
its own. Those interested will
find the department headsresiding at the east end of the
second floor of the Science
building.

" ""

Big Bill Fenton was strutting around wearing a satisfied look last Saturday night
after the game. In an unofficial moment, he had casually
predicted the Chieftains to
beat Olympic Junior College
by thirteen points and Portland U. by five points. The
results were 55-43 and 59-54,
respectively. That's pretty
good predicting in any league.
#

#

#

The Pep Band and yell
squad deserve a cheer for
themselves for their performance of last week end. They
aroused more spirit than the
College has seen in a long
time, not once letting up in
their enthusiasm.
"
#

»

Seattle College keglers had
better show some new inter-

by Tom Tangney

ests in their bowling league
if they wish to remain active
next quarter. Jerry Gray,
league manager, is having
considerable difficulty keeping the league organized.
11. meeting last Saturday saw
what will probably be labelled
the shot of the year and
maybe the most exciting moment of the season, even
though we've a long way to
go. With the Chieftains behind by two points, and the
final seconds counting off,
the tense fans saw Bill Sands
dip and shoot one of his typical high arching shots from
the middle of the floor. The
gym was silent as the ball
brushed therafters and began
to fall. Missing the rim entirely, the ball swished the
net to tie the score as the
crowd loosed its elation in a
thunderous roar. Thus inspired, the Chieftains proceeded
to win the game in the overtime period, claiming Bill
Sands as the hero of the day.

" ""

Seattle College sports will
open the new year with a
weekend filled full of dynamite. Saturday night, January 4th, the Chieftains quintet will tangle with the rival
Falcon outfit from Seattle Pacific College. Sunday, January sth, the College Ski team
will make its debut on slopes
of Stevens Pass in the Penguin Club skiing meet. And
on Monday, January 6th, the
Chieftain five tangles with
the powerful Santa Clara
squad at the University of
Washington Pavilion.

On the night of January 6, the
will meet their strongest opposition of the season when
they play the University of Santa Clara at the University
of Washington Pavilion.

The Seattle College Junior Varl
sity make their next showing on
Friday, December 27. They meet
the Japanese All Star team at
eight o'clock in the Garrigan
Gym.
The Japanese squad comes from
the Presidio of Monterey and
have made an outstanding record
for themselves already this year
winning 13 out of 17 games. The
game is included in the all stars
barnstorming tour of the Northwest. This same team was known
as the Fort Snelling All Stars
last year, and gained an impressive reputation by winning 41
out of 52 starts.
The University of Washington
"B" squad proved too much for
the Seattle College J. V.'s last
Friday night at the University
Pavilion. The Superchiefs tasted
the bitter defeat by score 76-29.
The Huskies outplayed the J. V.
squad from the very beginning,
starting with an early lead and
increasing it steadily. The half
time score was 40-13.
As the second half began, the
Husky squad took up where they
left off, scoring almsot at will.
They showed superior team-work
and oragnization as they defeated
the J. V.'s in every respect. The
score had risen to 76-29 as the
final gun sounded.

"Merry Christmas"

The Portland Pilots are well
acquainted with the dangerous

sand bars off the Columbia. HowSeattle College, making their initial bidfor bigtime basket ever these same Pilots came to This evening finds the Seattle College
ball this season, enhanced their chances for success Saturday grief on the shoals of Portage ing north to meet Everett Junior College at the South end
Junior High School gymnasium in Everett. The game will
night, with .a thrilling 59-54 overtime victory against the
Bay, on the banks of which stands start at eight p.m.
Portland University Pilots. The win, coupled with the Olym- Garrigan Gym. Looks
like the PilThe Trojans, coached by Bill
pic Junior College victory Friday night, started the Chiefpromise to be strong
the
by
McLaughlin,
ots were ambushed
Chieftains off to one of their most auspicious casaba openings
for the Seattle Colcompetition
tains and so departed minus a
Tom Sheehan lege five. A notable threat to the
in recent years.
Hair-raising is just the

SPORTSLIGHTING
—

Introducing Earl Spangler, the Chieftains are the two giant TroThe Portland tmiversity game toupee.
was in itself, one of the most word for the match
When a baby of the basketball squad, (at jan centers, Clarence Tiesen,
exciting games ever played at the Portlander tossed the ball into 18, Earl is the youngest member G's" and "Big Jack" Swartz,
Prep gym. Bill Sands' long how- the bleachers he threw away the of the team) better known to his 6'B". Rounding out the tnam of
close associates as "Crazy Legs." Q'lVi" averages are Con Sampson,
itzer shot in the last 5 seconds ball
game. One point would have
of the regular playing time, which
Six foot, three and a half inch 62" and Les Hagen, 6'CP at forA P. I. Earl, is playing his first year of
Friday night at the Prep tied the score, was a feat seldom decided the match
wards, and Bud Carpenter, 6' 1"
time, post high school basketball and
writer
commented
at
half
in
any
College
game
gym, the Chieftains basket- matched
and Daryl Enegrebreson, 510" at
these parts. With the score "There is plenty of pep here." to date is holding down the Chief- guard positions.
ball quintet opened their of- around
53-51, favoring Portland and only And that was before the excite- tain Varsity center position.
Once again the Chieftains take
ficial 1947 casaba home sea- 7 seconds to play,
Bill ment began!
cool-headed
Lee Berube had
to
the Maple Court of Garrigan
son, with a rousing triumph let fly with one of his long, high
to read about the game next
when they meet the Fort
Gym
over the Olympic Junior Col- arch shots from mid-floor and it morning for she was seated beSaturday, Uec.
Lewis All-Stars
lege five from Bremerton, by swished the twin* without touch- hind Bob Breskovich
Bob's
21st. Game time is 8:00 p. m.
ing the hoop. Thus, with the score- reaction to Sand's long shot, tya score of 55-43.
The Army squad is filled with
Sparked by Ned Mclver and Bill tied 53-all, an overtime period was ing the game, is one which taxes
talent this year and as last year
Sands, the Chieftain team grabbed necessitated and the Chieftains our imagination. "At one leap I
is expected to be a big name in
an early lead and held it through- proceeded to cop an easy victory was in the center of the floor"
Northwest Basketball. Making up
out the gme. For the first ten as the Portland team was handi- Bill Fenton, signaling that the
the formidable squad will be exminutes Olympic Junior College capped by the lose of wo of their game was over, almost jumped
collegians Mike Keane, 63", from
off the balcony. The coolest peomanaged to keep command and starters on five fouls.
Ohio State University, Tom
the
five
lead
The
commanded
point
College
ple
held
a
in the gym were the players.
point
Schwartz, 65" center from Inat one
Note to the Hlyus— Joe Dldiana, John Manuel, 63" guard
over the Chieftain quintet, 19-14. game throughout the first half,
However at this point, Sands and holding a 29-20 advantage at half- Maggio Is taking to the mounfioni Missouri and Carl Dudly,
Earl Spangler connected for two time. However, with five minutes tains soon to improve his legs and
511" guard from Bowling Green.
buckets apiece and Seattle College to go in the second half, due to a wind. Some of Joe's team mates
The only local boy on the first
moved in front 22-20. Olympic sudden outbreak of sl»ppy ball may soon be playing out in Raifive is Hal Arnason, 6'l", who
Junior College was unable to pull handling on the part of the Chief- nier Valley If we are to believe
won All-state awards at Bellingham High School. Before entereven again. Mclver, Sands and tains, Portahd cSU|ht the Seattle the yearly yarn about dtck's bulgSpangler combined baskets to College boys and went into the ing bank roll and its persuasive
ing the service Hal played ball
make it 32-2.0 at halftime.
lead 49-48. They held this lead infuence with the Yankees. A few
v.'ith the University of WashingEARL SPANGLER
howitzer
until
Sand's
two-handed
would
make
ton.
opened,
half
Yankee
castoffs
a
As the second
Upon graduation from Seattle
The squad is coached by Cayworldof difference in the Rainiers.
Olympic Junior College closed the hit the bucket.
the spring of 1946, Earl
Bill Sands was high point man But castoffs from Yankee farms Prep, in
tain Borge Borreson from TajJmargin to six points, 32-26. At
became one of the most sought ma,
and is expected to give the
this time, Bill Sands potted a of the game with 21 points, fol- is quite another stor. Newark
in
who
Spangler
had and Kansas City are in the same after prep basketball players
College five a rigid test.
basket, and the College five, led lowed by Earl
the state. Two years of stellar
A rematch is scheduled between
by Mclver and Lang, rolled on to 15 points. Following is the indi- AAA class as the PCL. Players performance, for Prep, bringing
the Seattle College Chieftains
they can't use may possibly help
a decisive victory, 55-43. High vidual scoring for the game.
him this distinction. Both Washand the Rangers of Olympic JunSeatte College
out the Rainiers, but why give
scorer for the game was Don
ington State College at Pullman
ior College. Bremerton High School
the impression that the home
Campbell of Olympic J. C. with 17
and Gonzaga University at Spo- Gym is
FG FT PFTP club has spent a pile of money
the 3ite ct 8:00 p. m. en
points, followed by Ned Mclver
kane attempted to entice big Earl
Monday Decerruor 23.
with 15 and Bill Sands with 11. Sands
8 5 0 21 for players direct from the Yankee
to their own campus. However, Coach Brudnick and the team
1 2 13 Stadium?
The individual scoring was:
Willis
he
decided to cast his lot with
Sullivan
0 0 0 0
Portland is the new Yankee Seattle College and Coach Bud- will depart on the 5:30 p. m.
Seattle College
ferry from Coleman dock to
7 1 5 15 farm on the Pacific Coast and the
VGFT PFTP Spangler
nick was very willing to accept
Oil
1 Yanks have a way of taking care
Bremerton.
Students are warned
Sands
4 3 3 11 Blakely
his presence.
that the ferry will be the latest
2 of their own. If Seattle did pur10 3
Villis
4 14
9 Mclver
While at Prep he won two Var- ferry which
3 14
will arrive in Brem7 chase a couple of players that
5 2 2 12 Lang
ipangler
sity letters in basketball. During erton in
for the game. Those
0 0 2
0 the Yanks couldn't use nor the
time
6 3 3 15 Flynn
tolver
his senior year he made All Crosswho
saw
the
first match will
25
9
17
59
Yanks farm teams then it isn't State
2 14
5
center and was second in vouch fnr next Monday's game.
University
Portland
tht
burn
likely
they
up
0
will
this
iullivan
0 0 0
the league's individual scoring
Rivalry will be high, with
PG FTPF TP league. The Rainiers, after a bit race, having
114
3
Jlakely
a game average of Olympic J. C.
10
Manion
2
5
out t.o revenge its
of indecision, are going to contin- 16 pts.
22 11 20 55
55-43
defeat
Holden
12
4
given
by ibe College
1
independent.
ue
to
be
There
was
Olympic Junior College
In his freshman year at Prep, at the last meeting.
6 1 3 13 some talk of a tie-up with a maWith the
FGFTPFTP Depee
Earl failed to make the third Rangers
playing on their own
0 0 3
.0 jor league team when Sheely first team basketball,
9 Peccia
"hompson
4 14
so ha joined the home floor
,■*
before home town fans
3 15 7 took over as business manager.
13 5
5 Devich
tomberg
0 0 10 In the meantime Hollywood is
a royal battle will ensue.
(Continued on page 4)
)lsen
3 2 4
8 Daly
2 15
5 lined up with the White Sox and
7 3 4 17 Scott
Campbell
Darta
2
10
5 Portland with the Yanks.
0 13
1
ling
6 2 3 14
The Stars have already acYager
10 5
2 Grojacque
0 11 1 quired three or four men from
Jouse
0 1 .0
1 Martin
22 11 22 54 the Sox. Portland has not ob0 0 0
Jummings
0
tained any new men thus far and
16 11 25 43
has been ribbed by a local
so
"Merry Christmas"
writer. It could be that they were
DEAL NO. 1, complete as follows:
not interested in the men sold to
Seattle by the Yanks. Ihave a
CHOICE OF NORTHLAND, SPUTKEIN. AA QC
hunch Portland Is going to do
GREGG flat lop laminated or ridge top solid
w
hickory, factory refinished government skis
all right As for Seattle, time

.. .

ChieftainsOpen Season
Spectators at the Portland With 55-43 Decision
# # #

Seattle College Chieftains
To Play Strong Santa Clara
January 6
Five at U Pavilion
Seattle College Chieftains
Seattle College J.V.s
Play Japanese Stars;
Lose to U.W. 'B' Team

Varsity Travels to Everett
Beasley
— EdSays:
Beasley
Tonight; Bill Olympic J. C.
Mon.
For Return Engagement
Chieftains travel-

Sands Ties Score in Last Seconds;
Chieftains Nose Ahead in Overtime,
Defeat Portland University 59-54

Over Olympic Rangers

...

...

. ..

..

'^.l.Jtf'^

..

|

Santa Clara has proven itself
to be one of the strongest teams
on the Pacific Coast this season,
defeating the U. of California,
U. S. C. and U. C. L. A. At the
beginning of the season U. C. L.A. was expected to capture the
Pacific coast casaba title, but Saturday night, January 4th,
Santa Clara scared surprising up- 1947 the Chieftains of Seattle Colset last week, defeating them by lege take on their cross-town rivals, the Falcons of Seattle Pacific
a five point margin.
Although they have not playeo College. The scene of the battle
such ri<tsta.<Ming teams, the CHef- wil be Garrigan Gym, and the
tnins have shown considvr.brc starting time is 8:00 p. m. Althe Chieftains are given
strenf th, and have bwn impr wing though
st< c f'.ily. Although t):e team from a slight edge, the Falcons are gothe sc.uth will be considerably fa- ing to give them a battle that
vored, the local boys are expected may bring different results. A
preliminary game between the
to make it a tough scrape.
The Broncos are definitely
a two school's J. V.'s gets under
strong threat this year, and will way at 6:3.0.
probably travel north with a full
squad. They have games scheduled with other Oregon and WashFILMS DEVELOPING AND
ington teams on the same trips.
PRINTING
CARDS GIFTS

.

ICHRISTMAS SKI VALUES

Chieftains vs. Falcons Penguins Are Hosts to
As S.C Plays Host to
on Slopes
Seattle Pacific College Slalomers
Of Stevens Pass

Juppe's Pharmacy

-—

"Merry Christmas"

400

-

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
GREETING CARDS
INFANT'S SHOP
1008 Terry Avenue

BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP
EL. 1004

MEET YOUR FRIEND

at

SORRENTO DRUGS

-

where you buy your
DRUGS COSMETICS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Corner Terry & Madison

-

with metal edges; ANDERSON & THOMPSON No. 15 cable bindings, Suwe Tonkin
cane poles with leather grip, dura! rings. Skis
are basewaxed and harness ismounted for use.

DEAL NO. 2, complete as follows:
Genuine Government SplHkein skis with metal
edges, Anderson & Thompson No. 26C poles
with rubber rings, A & T No. 15 cable bindings. These skis are basewaxed and mounted
and are very flexible and ideal for girls and
boys; the same ski in civilian model sells at
$39.95 without harness or poles.

Clipper Service

ON THAT VACATION SKI TRIP
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

**

I

FLASH

**

WHITE STAG and SUN VALLEY SKI PANTS

COMFORTABLY FURNISHED
For one, two or three persons.

Located at East City Limits of Enumclaw onNaches Hiway.

SHORT ORDERS

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY
Where Collegians Meet

*

7.95

...

CHILDREN'S OUTFIT
hardwood skis
with safe kid's harness, mounted and waxed.
Any stout shoe will fit this outfit.

100% ALL WOOL

GROVE'S CABINS

HAMBURGERS

QC.65
fcV

DEAL NO. 3, complete for:

Stay at

EA. 656

Shoi

"
/■!

will telL The biggest Improvement
thus far is that Pinky Day will
The Penguin Ski Club will play no longer
call out the lucky winhost to over one hundred skiers ners of score card holders.
on the slopes of Stevens Pass Beasley says "Merry
Christmas."
next January 5.
The first big ski event of the
year will feature a giant slalom
race from the steepest slope in
that area. There are no restricAcross the Street from Schoc
tions as to keeping professional
PETROLEUM
skiers out of the race, so i t is QUALITY
PRODUCTS
expected that Fritz Kramer will
compete for the Chieftains.
"Merry Christmas"
(Continued on page 4)

LUNCHES
18th

By the Hill Gift

TEN- O FOUR
1004 Madison

-

-

BILL LOHRER'S

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

M

Women's Ski Pants
Men's Ski Pants
Extra long all wool Gabardine men's pants
SPECIAL SERVICES
if Open Evenings Year Around Till 9:00
if We Rent Anything In The Store
if We Fix or Service Any Ski Equipment
if Ute Our Get-A-RicU Service

...

14.95
16.95
.21.95

,

if We Welcome Last Minute Hurry-Up Jobs!
We Operate A Rental Shop At Snoqualmie Summit

if

IBILL LOHRER'S SPORT SHOP
"29 Yeart Helping Seattle Sportsmen"
4306 University Way
ME. 4400

—

4

Let's Schuss It!
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Leander 'Always Late' Attends
Sodality Christmas Party for
Children; Marvels at Gaiety

FROM THE HALLS...

—

Christmas decorations were
Danette Kelly bought with a collection taken up
Monday morning 'n onto the last week. Then on last Monday
— feeling very
APOLOGIES AND
By Jim Hughes and Peggy Lesser
we hopped
bus
evening a few girls were imported
EXPLANATIONS
colegiate, of course! After the
Hall as a decorating
APOLOGIES to Bosalre Ancharge down the hiU, "Broadway," from Sarazin
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
committee,
I
and
together with some
"Sederson for the nasty" remark
shrieked the bus driver
WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?
her
when
Tiny
of the vets they put up the decmade hidirecty toward
attle Institute of Tutoring—
4
—
skiing
ankle
while
what
to
way
her
all
a
♥
she broke
Tots—
out!"
by Joan CNell
oraions. Using the little floor space
Monday! Sob!
at
Mt.
Baker.
a
(Business-Frosh)
Earl
start
(Pre-Med
Spongier
EARLE HBBY
to the best advantage they also
An explanation to account for
Sights and envious looks were
Frosh) "Understanding sympathy 'I want a female Santa Claus
threw a short, crowded, but pleasI now have. Two
directed Marion Haggarty's way,
to all the girls in the cast of the who could really give out with the the slight limp
result is a
last week! Seems Miss Haggarty ant dance. The total
presents, and a pjwer room for the years ago Ihad my right ankle
play "Best Foot Forward."
in
atmosphere
tall,
cheery
healed
Christmas
th crushed and it has never
is the first gal to have a
JOE .OORRIGAN ..(Veteran ;pooks' that hang around
lobby.
twist
I
our
gave
and
blond
doctor
on
third
properly,
slight
terrific,
a
Frosh) A credit card from Pat's Chieftain."
floor! Kick me in the ear some- Chemistry 21 by Chuck Toynbee
(Engineer-Frosh) It on Snoqualmle Pass last SunMarilicy
Jack
me
to
to
remind
sign
and a neon
for
good.
body "n quick! Call Dr. Dan Cole- 1000 grams equal a kilogram
Marshall and day reaUy did the trick
take my towel every time Igo "An A from Father
1000 watts equal a kilowatt
man!!
a more dramr.tic part in the next
to take a shower."
EXPLANATION— No, I'm not
1000 roys equal a Kilroy
wires!
Hot
Just
off
the
tip!
Opera production."
really the coach of the ski team,
MIKE MAHONEY (Chem Eng.
The latest fashion notes: It
For further info 'bout the Lonely
Jerry Ldnstrom (Pre-Med Frosh)
just the business manager.
but
Frosh) "My Nov. substance check
seems
as though Joe Corrlgan has
Hal
Hearts Clvb contact
Wales
Frosh) "I want a new leg."
—
The team is without a coach and
and a little case of Christmas
started
a new trend over at the
not
—he
gals
lonely
and
no
he's
Soph)
Pat Wall (Account.
somebody has ot play the part
cheer."
Hall
with
his little Yo-Yo. Every
started the whole thing!!!
Joanne Richards (Pre-Maj Frosh)
more likely for the
another addict to this
we
see
day
DANNY STUMPF iMech Eng. "One tall, dark, handsome gent and who is
The
Nope!
The Voice!
Voices
Yo-Yo up and
Frosh)
"Automatic slide rule done up in pink cellophane, with job than the manager.
fad,
spinning
'n
Al
came
Small
just
seen
— ah— down the hall. a
Note the sad gaze of the girl at center left. She has
with a padded cell."
day
the
other
ling
to
Bill
Shoemaker.
ribbon,
Spec
for
fun."
APOLOGIES
just
Report
caption:
blue
to
office
—
Leander. (Editor's note— Author of
(Business
JOHN McGIVERN
~*V L ander sounds good! Come again fellas
Irene O'Nell (Med-Tech Soph) Ihave been silently cursing Bill immediately).
but Joe, please learn the Latin of
Admin. Frosh) "An automatic "I want a fur coat but this Christ- for several weeks because Iheard
they sent
Another college man that nearly "Adeste Fideles"!
alarm clock that frys ham and mas I'll settle for just a pair of that he was a better skier than I Well they did it again—
story, this caused a riot was Syl Henke, who Who has a bit of a chance
but then one day I saw Bill me out on another
eggs 5 mm. before it wakes me rabbits."
party, during the course of a game with Georgie Echroat selling
(Continued from page 3)
the
Orphans'
time to cover
up."
Jerry Linstrom (Pre-Med frosh) ski and I no longer hold any
somekneel
in
of
one
of
tell
was
had
to
front
you
and
I
can
it
"Uncle Gene's" Walkins Products Super-Sophs and this outfit pro(Pre-Major "I want to find Seattle College the grudges after he has asked me
JIM FARRELL
the girls. His partner blushed and with
see.
Iway it was described to me
a club?
." how a person was supposed to thing to
Frosh) "I've got everything
ceeoed to defeat the third stringjust howlYou were probably approached the rest of the students
Oops! The law put the finger ers, thus enabling Earl to win
Fr. Earl a*ul Fr. Wharton (Vets stand up on a pair of hickories.
need, including good looks."
during the last week by the So- ed. Syl was a little red himself. on Fran Moraldo— or rather put back a third team berth. In his
CHRIS McHUGH (Dietetics Hall) "Alf we would like is a pair
—
REPORT dality, sponsors of this party, to
The people responsible for this
PASS
SNOQUALMIE
the ring on the finger congrat- sophomore year he played second
Soph) "What Iwant Ican't get!" of heavyduty earmuffs."
Last Sunday found the slopes donate 10c to the fund. If you do- activ ity certainly deserve the high- ulations policeman Grant'n Fran!
basketball.During his senior
BARBARA KLINGELE (Dietat Snoqualmie Pass covered with nated the dime you can feel good est praise possible. Ican see no That diamond adds to Bordeaux's team
want
a
school
good
Legs" led the SeatFrosh)
''Crazy
etics
"7
year
the experts from Seattle College.
better way of ending a story than
in that you gave at least someusual sparkle!
Varsity to one of
tle
1946
paper."
Prep
Louie Duvall cracked his ankle thing. If you could have seen the by letting you know their names.
Santa got off course and the most successful casaba seasons
ED RIATANO (Pre-Med Soph)
(Continued from Page 1)
while whistling at a pretty girl expressions on those children's So here are the people who really dropped down Bordeaux's chimney
"I want my stocking to be well John Powers.
the school has ever enjoyed. The
tub"
in front of him. Although it faces you would have cheerfully have the spirit. Dorothy Nicoli, a bit early. Tuesday last saw
curved and somebody to find a
lost only two games out
cave,
squad
an- he just didn't see that big "batnOne was leaving the
were chairman, Katie Niedermeyer, Jo- many presents and grimming of 23, both to Bremerton, Cross
short cut from Tacoma to Ever- other walking down the steps of was snowing quite badly most of given more. To those who
—
Cruickshank, Mary Clemens,
confronted and gave not remem- ann
faces at the Christmas party.
ett."
State champs.
the Science building, and another the day, the snow condition on
Trumbull, Eda Schrier, Mary
Mary
our esteemed hall just
ber there will be a next time.
Walk by
(Mcd
Tech heading toward the cave when we
LEE BERUBE
the ground was the best for skiJane Hudson, Pat Collins, Rose- any time— day or night — hear
Scholastically, Earl is enrolled
was late, and even mary Barrett,
As usual I
Soph) "I don't want Santa Claus heard someone remark, "Look at ing that Ihave ever seen
Stevenson,
and
Mary
the
weird noises? Ah me, it's Shirley in the school of Business Adminif it's Jack Marilley."
the skiers," followed by a titter I'm not the only one who says this I regret. As Ientered
Ellis, Jack Marrilley, Bill Clerf again! that giggle!
Laura
istration and intends to make this
door Ithought that Ihad stepped Moeller, Jean Boyle, Millie Brown,
WELDON WALKER (Business of laughter. So welooked, and no- that, either.
his major. He has an uncontrolbuzz
Time
to
ChristMerry
folk,
into the land of merry little
Admin. Frosh) "An adding ma- ticed that all three had broken
Dick Hourigan, Georgie Eckroat, mas and Happy New Year to you able ambition to be a great singas
it
was.
Rogstad
opand Jim for this is
Betty Ann
chine and a beautiful blond
legs.
Joe Chamberlain, Virginia Glassy, all—
er, and this is no kidding. His
see you after vacation.
The girls, all 68 of them, were
Roddy received the biggest laugh
erator for accounting purposes,
interest
anawait
with
Doris Tierney, Cathie Stirrat, ShirWe
in this field is best exemability
of the week when they chugged sitting at the tables eating hearthat is."
Dunn, Michelle Riverman,
nouncement of the I. K. pledges
ley
in
the dressing room where
plified
BURL FIELDS (Pre-Major for this year, hoping that selec- up to the Pass In a truck loaded tily. Serving were members of the Helen Cushing, Betty Jean Ald- VET'S HALL
become
self appointed
he
has
Lovcik
Dave
with 2 Boy Scouts. All those boys Sodality. When Ifirst saw them
Frosh) "Electric train and passridge, Rosemarie Sturzaa, Maxine
tions will be based on past perChieftains.
the
Singing
leader
of
and one woman and Betty Ann Iwas amazed to see so many ex- Gill, Louis Duvall,
Starting back about two weeks
ing grades in all my classes."
formance. It is on these selections
the female problem
Kay Runnels,
His
answer
to
ago, we find that the lounge over
STANLEY BAKKEN (Mech that many
doesn't seem to think they were pressions of happiness.
Keek Conroy, Bob Breskovich, Joe
students base their
all
too
and
with
the
was the scene of a Saturday is "Play the field."
young,
Betty
(better
Sitting
talking
either.
here
Eng. Frosh) "An independent in- opinion of
O'Brien, Ed Byrnes, Cronin Anderthe I. X.'s so make them
Peronteau,
known as Amber) is quite ..the girls was Father
S.J. son,
noon picnic lunch given jointly by
come, and a few good grades. Al- good fellows. NO, I
didn't write
Syl Henke, Jim Tavernite,
Gildow, Jasperse, Corrigan, and
skier, and it is my belief that she By the sounds of laughter at that
so heat and light for this jungle a 1 etter.
Fashionable Cleaners
Powers,
Trumbull,
John
ElMary
you
women's
ski
end
of
the
could
tell
for a few of the girls from
pragnize
should
a
table
Codd
living
we are
in."
len
C.
Jim
Jim
McDevitt,
Reilly,
QUALITY CLEANING
A star at everything from neigh- team.
that Father, as well as the girls, English, Nan Powers, and
Sarazin hall. Real "home cooking"
Jack Codd (Pre-Med Frosh)
AND PRESSING
Don
borhood games to school sports
was having a good time.
the direction of Chef
"The 4 mores, heat, light, in the
was
under
EXPERT
ALTERATIONS
since childhood, Bill Sands became
John Floyd seems to be an ex- Several of the , girls from the Reisch.
Jasperse and was enjoyed by all 721 Madison
vets hall plus bigger and better
SE. 5316
Also
included
is
the
I.
X.'s
and
the college hero with his mid- pert on skiis and was doing pret- >odallty were also scattered
parties at Sara:dn and Bordeaux.
especially the Mother Cabrini Post
court swisher and 21 points Sat- ty good last Sunday, but Ihaven't throughout
the hall, telling jokes,
Bill Gildow (Pre-Dent Frosh) urday
That new "col- seen him at any tryouts or ski ando laughing, having a good time of the Catholic War Veterans.
night
"In the future may 'Abey' Small
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ART MATERIALS
lapsible hangar" to be situated by team meetings yet.
in general. The happiest person in
become a little less mercenary
the Anderson-Thompson Ski Comthe crowd appeared to be Helen
and sweep the 'damn' room."
LINDEKUGEL TO ORGANIZE
pany will eliminate one of this
from Bordeaux. By the
Cushing,
(Continued from Page 1)
Margaret O'Brien (Hist-Soph)
D. S. A.
season's biggest problems, that of S. C.
"I want a cleanup committee for
Lindekugel, S. J., is looks on the girls' faces when they ASSC meeting, mixers, etc. which
Father
evening practice at the hard-tolocker number nine."
all set to organize a new club left, she certainly will be missed. formerly ha"c teen forced into
reach Garrigan Gym
More
One of the outstanding features commercial hails all over the city ■
"I
(Soc-Soph)
Norene Welch
predictions: Seattle College to cor- here at school. He plans to call of the party was the fine piano
like a box of Roi-Tans but 'Pupcan now be eas:jy handed "at
the
Disabled
Skiers
College
(Between Pike and Pine)
Qeatte
1515 Second Avenue
respond to City College of New
pies' will do, oh Jean?"
only entering playing by Miss Mac Francis. Her
Association.
The
....^
York in the basketball world
ability to play was displayed when
Margo Horseman to reign as qualification is that you must have she played both classical and swing
met
with
a
bad
of
pretty
accident
Homecoming Queen in '49
Dlsome kind while skiing, and a numbers.
anne
Percival
in
'50
We
nomThe party proved to have special
(Continued from Page 3)
broken leg or sprained ankle is
According to the Chieftain cap- inate Moonlight Sillhouette as best the best reference that can be significance for two girls, tenyear-old Bernadine Reynolds and
tain, Jack Koenig, five men will dance of the year, our only objec- given.
Shirley Dunn, a freshman of
be allowed to enter as a team tion being the childish antics of
NO MORE SNOW
the College, who were both celefrom each club. The Seattle Col- college men chasing balloons
That's about all the snow I brating
Jack
their birthdays. "It's just
ege team will be selected from Even that was fun tho
have on hand this week, but until
swell," was all that little Bernathe following men: Jack Tang- Gordon must be triple letter connext Friday on the same page,
dine could say.
in-.v, Jack Redenbaugh, Mcl Nel- scious, what with his 'P.P.P." in
same column, and the same writal.
Al
Bowles
has
Progress
et
Highlighting the affair was the
son, Jack Bevan, Leland.. Crab- the
er, I'll be SCHUSSING YOU!
appearance of Santa Claus (Jack
tree, Al Benedict, Mcl Gamach, a basketball playing brother at
BROKEN LENSES
GOOD AS NEW
Marilley) mid the laughter and
Bill Shoemaker, and Barney Bite- Garfield who will help the Chiefshrieks of joy. Jack gave to each
man. These are the only slalom tains in a couple of years
and every girl the presents donated
men that have turned out, but the Better salary offers induced such
(Continued from Page 1)
by the Sodality.
team is still looking for more basketballstars of ODea and Prep
as B. Courage, N. Boyle, D. White nita) Pat Plumb, (Loiir.a) Pedro
talent.
Carl Stingl, a member of the and J. Sollars to Santa Clara and de Cunha, (Pedro) and Roy Wirtzcommittee for the Penguin meet, San Francisco. Heard
— at a basket- field, (Jose).
seems to think that the Univ. of ball game "No. 3 hacking." In Everyone who Is seriously inter"

Cal Druxman
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Army Gym
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Ski Team
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. . . Spanish Club

CLINTWORTH and EWBANKS

I

Wash., and Wash. State College front of all those people? Really ested in Spanish conversation is

.. .

—
Seattle College stickers for
enter the best teams but
your car are inexpensive, easy to
not
Carl has
seen what the experts of Seattle College can do as apply and provide one of the best
means of publicizing our school
yet.
A new victory punch for the
Spectators are more than welcome to cheer their team on to college is the organizedcheering
Al Ivanlch
victory. The Seattle College squad heard at games
will

...

.. .
new bowling team

welcome to join. Meetings will be
held every Wednesday night at
7:15 p. m. in Room 138, Liberal
Arts Building. Notices .will be
posted on bulletin boards and in
the Spectator informing members
of the next meeting to be held on

PERMANENTS

Machine Cold Wave
Machineless

and January 8, 1947. Join "La Pepita,"
will be anxious to make good and is starting a
Senores y Senoritas!
to
formidable
hopes
sign
the
student enthusiasm is encouraged.
Hasting!* brothers, Art and Jim

SCHOOL YELLS
Maroon & White

Maroon & White Fight
Maroon & White Fight
1117
Wha
We Fight.
Maroon & White Fight

Vleht Team Fieht
Fight Team Fight
Fight Team
Fight Team
Fight Team Fight

i

Chieftains Chant

Chieftains (chanted

"Fight

Fight

slowly)

»
<,£** g^U

■

—

MERRY CHRISTMAS

...

shop

IRVING'S
IN THE "U" DISTRICT
"WHERE ALL COLLEGIANS MEET"

LANCASTER'S
— PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
1012 MADISON ST.

Across the

street

from the Columbus Hospital

Next Door to Chieftain Fountain
CONVENIENT LOCATION

— QUALITY SERVICE

'

BATTERIES

♥For That

FOR HIM

SEneca 3060

1012 Madison St.

1112 Broadway

1UUITIS
3IL.EiK & STORMS

TIRES

ANN RUJSY, Proprietor
EA. 8300
800 Broadway

OPTICAL PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

5-Point Cleaners

Fight

Complete Lubrication

-

IDEAL BEAUTY NOOK

..

MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!

Dispensing Opticians

at

KENNELL ELLIS
Artistic Photographers

-

1426 Fifth Avenue Building

ToThE EX -G. l.'s, FACULTY, STUDENTS
Our Library Is At Your Service.
Our Aim Is To Practice Professional Pharmacy.
Our Staff: Pat Dillon, ex- G. I. I. E. Guttafton

KIRK G. LANCASTER Pharmacist

|
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